
Dear friends of the world trip by bike, 

we are still relaxing and enjoying ourselves splendidly on Masirah Island during
our cycling break and would like to tell you about our life on the island - this
time in moving images. Magda has edited a video from last month, in which you
can see exactly how we spend our time here. If you don't know it yet, you can
find it on our Patreon page or directly here!

We've also collected some more information about our travel plans and about
Oman, which is still so unknown in Europe but really wonderful:

1) Social Media

Maybe you're wondering why Instagram and Facebook
say we're still in Dubai... We did not only take a break
from cycling, but we've also taken a step back in terms
of social networks - so here on Masirah we're also
recovering from being online all the time :). With one
exception: Our Patreon project is of course still our focus
and there we are diligently working and always up to
date. So if you're looking for the latest information -
have a look at Patreon, you'll definitely find something
there! Some information are only accessible for our 
patrons, but many are also public. For example a short
film about how we spent Christmas on the beach in Ras

Al Hadd with other travelers. So it's for sure interesting scrolling through here. 

2) Oman and Omani traditions

Hardly anyone knows that Oman is one of the safest countries in the world,
whereas Germany is not even in the top 20 in this respect. Crime is virtually
non-existent here and honesty and generosity are a matter of course. If you
find something beautiful, whether a shell, a piece of clothing or a chicken, then
you better keep it to yourself in Oman. Otherwise it will be given directly to
you, haha! 

And willingness to help is written in huge letters, so that
also we have already helped, for example, in the middle
of the night to free a stalled fishing boat from the sand.
But all this is based on reciprocity: We often hitchhike on
the island and never had to wait for long. Almost every
car gives you a ride, even the police on patrol collected
us without hesitation – and without safety belt of course,
haha. Even completely overloaded pick-ups with various

children on the loading area or even on the roof are pretty common here. But:
if the policemen catch someone in a dirty car on the street - then they will get
out a traffic ticket to pay! Cleaning the car is a duty!

By the way, if you're looking for a tax haven, think of Oman. Taxes are barely
known here and we also had to explain why we pay monthly contributions for
our health insurance - the Omanis are treated free of charge in the hospital.
However, something everyone knows in Oman is Mountain Dew. The yellow
American soft drink containing caffeine is more popular here than cola.

We got the keys to his office from
an Omani friend of ours  and were
able to upload the new films to
YouTube at his huge desk.

Magda at the harbour of Ras Hilf, the
closest city with a supermarkt.

https://youtu.be/Yzg2w3cQczg
https://www.patreon.com/piggybackriders
https://www.patreon.com/piggybackriders
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL_PhQtsZPH5Yb3kaTOmRSw


The women on the island wear long, colorful dresses and
headscarves. And the older women often also wear face
masks. During festivities also the younger women show
up with the masks. That was a bit creepy for us in the
beginning, but you quickly get used to it and learn to
recognize the women behind the black masks. The men
wear a long, usually white or grey robe that reaches up
to the ankles, the dishdasha. On their head they usually
wear an Omani hat (the kofia) or a turban.

In Oman it is normal to visit each other without any announce. So you just drop
by and are warmly welcomed and invited, no matter if for a coffee or a tea with
dates or a whole dinner. Traditionally, people sit on comfortable carpets
surrounded by many pillows and eat with their (right!) hand. The left hand is
used to wash the butt, so that many baths have a hand shower installed next to
the toilet, but you won't find toilet paper. To be honest this at first costs some
effort, haha, but then you get used to it. But back to the topic: Everybody is
welcome everywhere and especially here on our Pippi Longstocking Veranda.
We simply always cook a pot of tea or a pack of noodles more and invite
everyone who comes by to visit us or bring us fish. Just as it is done with us. It
truly is a great tradition, the Omani hospitality! 

3) Fishing on the island

We live here, as you know, at a small kite school in a caravan directly at the
huge lagoon on the west side of Masirah Island.

Many of the island's inhabitants work as fishermen. One of them is Zaal. We
harpooned with him - as you can see in the Masirah video - and caught a lot of
squid fishes. From him we learned how to gut and prepare fishes the Omani
way. You can find the original recipes here on Patreon! And with Helal, another
fisherman from the neighboring village, we fished crabs from the boat. You can
learn more about our fishing experiences in the Masirah video.

Us with the groom wearing a typical
dishdasha at his Omani wedding. Not
to forget his dagger and rifle!

On our veranda (left/right) everyone is welcome (even the camell!), exactly like in the weekend tent (middle) of Mohammed.

Zaal with his harpoon (left), us and Helal in the boat (middle) and Manu with Helal and our drone alone in the huge lagoon (right).

https://youtu.be/Yzg2w3cQczg
https://www.patreon.com/piggybackriders


4) Bike touring with locals

If you go on a 70km long bicycle tour with a local fisherman then you have to
imagine it to be quite different from a conventional German bicycle tour. Zaal
and I (Manu) got on our bikes - I got on mine, and Zaal on Magdas - to cycle to
the supermarket 40km away. We didn't have much except two empty bags and
some money. After a few kilometres on the sandy washboard road we
recognized children and families from the neighbouring village who already
waved joyfully to us. After some nice words from the bike we arrived at the
main road, where every 5 minutes a car with beeping horn and big disbelieving
eyes overtook us. "Zaal, on the bike?" About ten overtaking cars later we

reached the village of Zaal's relatives,
everything was extinct because of the
midday rest. But even in houses where
nobody is at home, there is always fresh tea,
coffee and a bowl of dates prepared for the
guests. Freshly strengthened we set off
again, passing by white beaches, camels,
fishing huts and a few  mosques. About 15
overtaking cars later we reached the city of

Hilf, where of course we had to tell everyone about our bicycle tour - at the
market place with coffee, tea and dates. After a quick grocery shopping in the
supermarket there was already a car waiting to transport our filled bicycle bags.
Relatives, met by chance in town, is totally normal on Masirah. And so the fresh
vegetables, the melon and the drinks drove with Zaal's cousin to Magda. And
our way back by bike was no different than the way there. 

5) How and where will our bike trip continue?

After long consideration and sooo many options that we discussed, we decided
to make a small jump and take our first flight: to Sri Lanka! Nothing is booked
yet, so everything can still change in the very last moment, haha. But probably
we will fly around the 20th of February from Muscat to Colombo. And immerse
into the Asian world: tropical climate, tea plantations, temples and elephants -
in the next newsletter we can certainly report a lot of exciting new things!

We send you many greetings and some Omani sunbeams! 

Magda and Manu 

Tea, coffee and dates were prepared for guests like us
even if noone was at home.


